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With COVID-19,
modeling takes on life and death importance

“But on March 16th, the Imperial College group published a dramatically
revised model that concluded [...] that even a reduced peak would fill twice
as many intensive care beds as estimated previously.” Science, March 27th
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Daniel Bernoulli 1760: controversial smallpox variolation

“the greatest killer in history”
variolation, i.e., inoculation with a mild strain
controversy: long-term benefit vs risk of immediate death

using empirical data, mathematical proof that inoculation
could increase life expectancy at birth up to three years



W. Hamer 1906: nonlinear incidence

compartments: S, I and R
incidence = number of new cases per unit time

depends on the product of the densities of S and I

No. 4305.

MARCH 3, 1906.

The Milroy Lectures
ON

EPIDEMIC DISEASE IN ENGLAND&mdash;THE
EVIDENCE OF VARIABILITY AND

OF PERSISTENCY OF TYPE.
Delivered before the Royal College of Physicians of London,

BY W. H. HAMER, MA., M.D. CANTAB.,
F.R.C.P. LOND.

LECTURE L1
Delivered on March Ist.

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN,&mdash;Changes of type in epi-
demic diseases was the subject chosen by Dr. B. A Whitelegge
for the Milroy lectures of 1893, to which the reader perforce
returns again and again, as if increase of appetite had grown
by what it fed on. The same topic has been variously
approached and in recent years more particularly from the
evolutionary standpoint. Already towards the close of the
seventeenth century Sydenham had been accorded a Pisgah
sight of the land to be explored, but prior to the Registrar-
General and to Darwin no considerable advance into this
new territory was possible. Even in the " fifties " there was
much speculation which now seems strangely out of date.
Murchison contended, on the one hand, for the de novo origin
of typhoid fever and he notes, ’’ No mention is made of

specific disease in the Mosaic account of the Creation, when we
are told that every living creature and herb of the field was
created and it would be absurd to imagine that all of them
have sprung from Adam." On the other hand, he observes
that " although typhus varies in its severity and duration at
different times and under different circumstances, there is no
evidence of any change in type or essential characters. The
typhus of modern times is the same as that described by
Frascatorius and Cardanus." The pages of the Edinburgh
Medical Journal, 1856-58, contain a discussion on the tran-
sition from the "sthenic or phlogistic character" of con-

tinued fever in an earlier 12 years to the "asthenic or

adynamic character in the 12 years which had then just
elapsed." Blood-letting, formerly widely practised, had
been practically abandoned as a method of cure for fevers.
The supposed change of type, Murchison argued, was really
a change from one kind of fever, relapsing fever, to another
kind of fever, typhus ; this and not the practice of blood-
letting explained the lower mortality in the earlier period,
the diversity " resided in the mental revolutions of practi
tioners rather than in the actual revolutions of disease."
Murchison might have quoted the passage cited by Dr. Milroy
apropos of errors of nomenclature from John Locke : " Were
the imperfections of language as the instrument of know-
ledge more thoroughly weighed, a great many of the contro-
versies that make such a noise in the world would of them-
selves cease and the way to knowledge and to peace too lie
a great deal opener than it does’3; while to the same effect
Bacon has remarked : ’’ Although we think we govern our
words yet certain it is that words as a Tartar’s bow do shoot
back upon the understanding of the wisest, and mightily
entangle and pervert the judgment."
The Registration Act of 1837, as has often been observed,

marks a new departure. Dr. Farr commented upon the
notable advance made when statistical records were first
applied to the study of epeidmic disease. The Registrar-
General calculates rates to two places of decimals, but there
is still no precise agreement as to the nature of the units
dealt with. Is "typhus," for example, the disease of 1847
or that which smouldered in Bermondsey in 1903 ? Scarlet
fever is said to prevail nowadays in an attenuated form, but
there is no scale by which to gauge it. The child reaches a
stage in his mental development when he begins to wonder
why he has been content to accept some concrete piece of
string or chalk as a test object to be referred to in discussing
questions of length or size. The units referred to by the
1 Lectures II. and III. will be delivered on March 6th and 8th
respectivelv.

epidemiologist are unfortunately still of this primitive
character; there is no standard case of typhus fever
deposited at Kew and no one proposes to test strains of
small-pox by their ability to kill unvaccinated vagrants of
given weights in specified times.
Murchison has remarked that "in distinguishing the

different forms of continued fever too much reliance has
been placed on their symptoms and pathology, while there
has been a want of sufficient investigation of their causes."
With elaboration of the germ theory the pendulum ha&
swung to the other extreme and it is now quite orthodox
doctrine to hold that the presence of a particular germ
spells specific disease; indeed, it may be questioned whether-
some modern bacteriologists, in the light of the demonstra-
tion of diphtheria, cholera, and enteric fever bacilli in,
persons presenting no symptoms of illness, would not feel
that Murchison much exaggerated the difficulties inherent in
a hypothesis requiring the co-existence of all pathogenic
organisms in one individual. "The germ," Sir William
Collins says, "has perhaps been too much with us, and the
paramount importance of soil has been absurdly underrated."
Or, to quote Dr. G. Newman, "The early school of preventive
medicine declared for the health of the individual and laid
the emphasis upon predisposition ; the modern school have
declared for the infecting agent and have laid emphasis upon
the bacillus. The truth is to be found in a right perception
of the action and interaction of the tissues and the bacillus."
Or as Dr. F. G. Clemow expresses it, " Though constantly
spoken of as if it were a material tangible entity disease is,
in fact, no such thing. It is only a morbid phenomenon, or
rather a group of morbid processes, in the tissues of a

particular animal organism. In the language of logic it is
not even a phenomenon but an epiphenomenon. "
Here is a fertile source of difficulty and misapprehension.

It has been suggested that rhythmical evolutionary changes
in the life-history of micro-organisms may prove explanatory
of waves of disease, but is the rhythm manifested in the
micro-organism or in that epiphenomenon the interaction
between germ and tissues? If the latter we dispose at once of
a difficulty. The fossils in the strata do not recur cyclically p
a species once extinguished never reappears. Is this true
also in the case of disease organisms or must these ’’ lowly
organisms, on the borderland of the animal and vegetable
kingdoms, on the threshold, as it were, of the organic and
inorganic, ...... whose cycle may be less than an hour and
whose rate of propagation is incalculable " (Collins) be
regarded as exceptional ? Sir George Darwin has discussed
"the extent to which ideas parallel to those which have
done so much towards elucidating the problems of life hold
good also in the world of matter." He regards the several
chemical elements as " different kinds of communities of
corpuscles which have proved by their stability to be suc-
cessful in the struggle for life." " Again he says : ’’ An atom
continuously radiates and loses energy and must ultimately
run down as a clock does ; its decay may be very slow, it
may run for 1,000,000 years but it cannot be eternal." From
this new point of view the older ideas concerning evolution
come under criticism. 2 .

It might be thought that study of the records of disease
would throw light upon change of type ; indeed, Sydenham
hints as much but expresses the view that the materials
which could be collected in a single lifetime would not be
abundant enough for the purpose. Again, Hecker points
out that "such an insight into disease as is worthy of the
dignity of a science cannot be obtained by observation of
isolated epidemics, because Nature never in any one of them
displays herself in all her bearings nor brings into action at
one time more than a few of the laws of general disease.
One generation, however rich it may be in stores of
important knowledge, is never adequate to establish, on the

2 Thus Sir George Darwin expresses a doubt "whether biologists
have been correct in looking for continuous transformation of species."
" Judging by analogy we should rather expect to find slight con-
tinuous changes occurring during a long period of time followed by a
somewhat sudden transformation into a new species or by rapid extinc-
tion," and he proceeds to refer to "Theories of physical evolution
which involve the discovery of modes of motion or configurations of
matter which are capable of persistence. The physicist describes such
types as stable; the biologist calls them species." Again Weismann
writes, " the idea of species is fully justified in a certain sense ; we find,
indeed, at certain times a breaking up of the fixed specific type, the
species becomes variable, but soon the medley of forms clears up again
and a new constant form arises&mdash;a new species which remains the
same for a long series of generations until ultimately it too begins to
waver and is transformed once more." Bastian finds in the persistence
of low types of life evidence of the "continual surging up through all
geologic time of freshly evolved forms."

I



Kermack and McKendrick 1927:
epidemic thresholds and outbreaks

epidemic threshold: the density of susceptibles must exceed a
critical value in order for an epidemic outbreak to occur
differential equations, calculus

700 W . O. K erm ack  an d  A. G. M cK endrick.

Summary.

The various possible mechanisms for the production of ammonia in a nitrogen 
hydrogen mixture by means of thermions have been investigated in detail. 
It is shown that synthesis can occur due to the following reactions—

N2 +  H at the surface of platinum or nickel.
N2 +  H ' in the bulk at 13 volts.

The following molecular species are shown to be chemically reactive—

N 2+ in the bulk at 17 volts,
N+ in the bulk at 23 volts,

and possible modes of mechanism involving N2' and H ' are elaborated.

Our thanks are due to Prof. T. M. Lowry, F.R.S., who communicated 
this paper, and to Messrs. Brunner Mond and Co., for providing a grant to 
defray part of the cost of the apparatus employed.

A Contribution to the Mathematical Theory o f Epidemics.
By W. 0. Ke r ma c k  and A. G. Mc Ke n d r ic k .

(Communicated by Sir Gilbert Walker, F.R.S.—Received May 13, 1927.)

(From the Laboratory of the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh.)

Introduction.

(1) One of the most striking features in the study of epidemics is the difficulty 
of finding a causal factor which appears to be adequate to account for the 
magnitude of the frequent epidemics of disease which visit almost every popula-
tion. I t  was with a view to obtaining more insight regarding the effects of the 
various factors which govern the spread of contagious epidemics that the present 
investigation was undertaken. Reference may here be made to the work of Ross 
and Hudson (1915-17) in which the same problem is attacked. The problem is 
here carried to a further stage, and it is considered from a point of view which 
is in one sense more general. The problem may be summarised as follows : 
One (or more) infected person is introduced into a community of individuals, 
more or less susceptible to the disease in question. The disease spreads from



Hethcote’s leading survey in 2000

motivated by a range of infectious diseases and outbreaks,
one thousand and one models have been analyzed mathematically

e.g., models with age structure, heterogeneity, and spatial structure

threshold theorems for epidemic outbreaks

SIAM REVIEW c! 2000 Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics
Vol. 42, No. 4, pp. 599–653

The Mathematics of Infectious
Diseases!

Herbert W. Hethcote†

Abstract. Many models for the spread of infectious diseases in populations have been analyzed math-
ematically and applied to specific diseases. Threshold theorems involving the basic repro-
duction number R0, the contact number !, and the replacement number R are reviewed
for the classic SIR epidemic and endemic models. Similar results with new expressions for
R0 are obtained for MSEIR and SEIR endemic models with either continuous age or age
groups. Values of R0 and ! are estimated for various diseases including measles in Niger
and pertussis in the United States. Previous models with age structure, heterogeneity, and
spatial structure are surveyed.

Key words. thresholds, basic reproduction number, contact number, epidemiology, infectious diseases

AMS subject classifications. Primary, 92D30; Secondary, 34C23, 34C60, 35B32, 35F25

PII. S0036144500371907

1. Introduction. The e!ectiveness of improved sanitation, antibiotics, and vac-
cination programs created a confidence in the 1960s that infectious diseases would
soon be eliminated. Consequently, chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease and
cancer received more attention in the United States and industrialized countries. But
infectious diseases have continued to be the major causes of su!ering and mortality
in developing countries. Moreover, infectious disease agents adapt and evolve, so that
new infectious diseases have emerged and some existing diseases have reemerged [142].
Newly identified diseases include Lyme disease (1975), Legionnaire’s disease (1976),
toxic-shock syndrome (1978), hepatitis C (1989), hepatitis E (1990), and hantavirus
(1993). The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), which is the etiological agent
for acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), emerged in 1981 and has become
an important sexually transmitted disease throughout the world. Antibiotic-resistant
strains of tuberculosis, pneumonia, and gonorrhea have evolved. Malaria, dengue, and
yellow fever have reemerged and are spreading into new regions as climate changes
occur. Diseases such as plague, cholera, and hemorrhagic fevers (Bolivian, Ebola,
Lassa, Marburg, etc.) continue to erupt occasionally. Surprisingly, new infectious
agents called prions have recently joined the previously known agents: viruses, bac-
teria, protozoa, and helminths (worms). There is strong evidence that prions are the
cause of spongiform encephalopathies, e.g., bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE,
“mad cow disease”), Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), kuru, and scrapie in sheep
[168]. Recent popular books have given us exciting accounts of the emergence and de-
tection of new diseases [82, 168, 170, 183]. It is clear that human or animal invasions

!Received by the editors March 6, 2000; accepted for publication (in revised form) May 7, 2000;
published electronically October 30, 2000.

http://www.siam.org/journals/sirev/42-4/37190.html
†Department of Mathematics, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242 (hethcote@math.

uiowa.edu).
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Historical review of mathematical epidemiology

Daniel Bernoulli. Essai d’une nouvelle analyse de la mortalité causée par la petite
vérole, et des avantages de l’inoculation pour la prévenir. Mémoires de
Mathématiques et de Physique, Académie Royale des Sciences, pages 1–45, 1760

W. H. Hamer. On epidemic disease in England. The Lancet, 167(4305):569–574,
1906. doi:10.1016/S0140-6736(01)80187-2

W. O. Kermack and A. G. McKendrick. A contribution to the mathematical theory
of epidemics. Proceedings of the Royal Society A, 115:700–721, 1927.
doi:10.1098/rspa.1927.0118

N. T. J. Bailey. The Mathematical Theory of Infectious Diseases. Griffin, 1957

H. W. Hethcote. The mathematics of infectious diseases. SIAM Review,
42(4):599–653, 2000. doi:10.1137/S0036144500371907

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(01)80187-2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rspa.1927.0118
http://dx.doi.org/10.1137/S0036144500371907
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Concept #1: Compartmental Models

each individual is in one of multiple possible states:

Susceptible Infected Recovered

Two types of transitions:

1 S → I : interaction between a susceptible and an infected

2 I → R: spontaneous, independent of interactions



Susceptible Infected Recovered

vaccination

<latexit sha1_base64="ZEzowxCDs6vgZbclMK3YVkHrI2o=">AAACBXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i3XpJlgEF1KSUrDLghuXFewF2lAm00k7dGYSZialJXTtW7jVjTtx63MIPozTNAttPTDw8f/ncOb8Qcyo0q77ZW1t7+zu7RcOiodHxyen9lmpraJEYtLCEYtkN0CKMCpIS1PNSDeWBPGAkU4wuVv6nSmRikbiUc9j4nM0EjSkGGkjDexSn/B4nE4RxlRk2mJgl92Km5WzCV4OZcirObC/+8MIJ5wIjRlSque5sfZTJDXFjCyK/USRGOEJGpGeQYE4UTdqOsrAT2fZFQvnynhDJ4ykeUI7mfp7NkVcqTkPTCdHeqzWvaX4n9dLdFj3UyriRBOBV4vChDk6cpaROEMqCdZsbgBhSc2vHTxGEmFtgiuaOLz14zehXa14tUr9oVpu1PJgCnABl3ANHtxCA+6hCS3AMINneIFX68l6s96tj1XrlpXPnMOfsj5/ADYomSs=</latexit>
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birth
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death
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death
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2.1 SIDARTHE Mathematical Model

In our model, the total population is partitioned into the following eight stages: S, Susceptible; I, Infected (asymp-
tomatic infected, undetected); D, Diagnosed (asymptomatic infected, detected); A, Ailing (symptomatic infected,
undetected); R, Recognised (symptomatic infected, detected); T, Threatened (infected with life-threatening symp-
toms, detected); H, Healed (recovered); E, Extinct (dead). The interactions among these eight stages and the
related interaction parameters are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Graphical scheme representing the interactions among di↵erent stages of infection in the mathematical model SIDARTHE.

The SIDARTHE dynamical system consists of eight ordinary di↵erential equations, describing the evolution of
the population in each stage over time:

Ṡ(t) = �S(t)(↵I(t) + �D(t) + �A(t) + �R(t)) (1)

İ(t) = S(t)(↵I(t) + �D(t) + �A(t) + �R(t)) � (✏ + ⇣ + �)I(t) (2)

Ḋ(t) = ✏I(t) � (⌘ + ⇢)D(t) (3)

Ȧ(t) = ⇣I(t) � (✓ + µ + )A(t) (4)

Ṙ(t) = ⌘D(t) + ✓A(t) � (⌫ + ⇠)R(t) (5)

Ṫ (t) = µA(t) + ⌫R(t) � (� + ⌧)T (t) (6)

Ḣ(t) = �I(t) + ⇢D(t) + A(t) + ⇠R(t) + �T (t) (7)

Ė(t) = ⌧T (t) (8)

where the uppercase Latin letters (state variables) represent the fraction of population in each stage, while all the
considered parameters, denoted by Greek letters, are positive numbers. In particular, the parameters:

• ↵, �, �, � respectively denote the transmission rate (i.e. the probability of disease transmission in a single
contact times the average number of contacts per person) due to contacts between a Susceptible subject and
an Infected, a Diagnosed, an Ailing, a Recognised subject. Typically, ↵ is larger than � (assuming that people
tend to avoid contacts with subjects showing symptoms, even though diagnosis has not been made yet), which
in turn is probably larger than � and � (assuming that subjects who have been diagnosed are properly isolated).
These parameters can be modified by social distancing policies (e.g., closing schools, remote working, etc.).
The risk of contagion due to Threatened subjects, treated in proper ICUs, is assumed negligible.

• ✏ and ✓ capture the probability rate of detection, relative to asymptomatic and mildly symptomatic cases
respectively. These parameters, also modifiable, reflect the level of attention on the disease and the number
of tests performed over the population. Note that ✓ is typically larger than ✏, since a symptomatic individual
is more likely to get tested.

G. Giordano, F. Blanchini, R. Bruno, P. Colaneri, A. Di Filippo, A. Di Matteo, and M. Colaneri. A
SIDARTHE model of COVID-19 epidemic in Italy, 2020. Arxiv preprint. URL: https://arxiv.org/pdf/
2003.09861

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.09861
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.09861


Concept # 2: Simplest SIR model

susceptible

<latexit sha1_base64="6+ilOCuW7LB3abGMZh4WYhZ+iKs=">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</latexit>

infected

<latexit sha1_base64="VHiT2PmytxHlGmLr6mgjYZwTHis=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRFsMuCG5cV7APaUCaTm3boZBJnJkIJ/Qk3LhRx6++482+ctllo9cDA4Zx7mXtOkAqujet+OaWNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1UmmGHZYIhLVD6hGwSV2DDcC+6lCGgcCe8H0ZuH3HlFpnsh7M0vRj+lY8ogzaqzU5zJCZjAcVWtu3V2C/CVeQWpQoD2qfg7DhGUxSsME1Xrguanxc6oMZwLnlWGmMaVsSsc4sFTSGLWfL++dkwurhCRKlH3SkKX6cyOnsdazOLCTMTUTve4txP+8QWaipp9zmWYGJVt9FGWCmIQswpOQKxtXzCyhTHF7K2ETqqitQOmKLcFbj/yXdBt176revGvUWs2ijjKcwTlcggfX0IJbaEMHGAh4ghd4dR6cZ+fNeV+Nlpxi5xR+wfn4Bi6IkAs=</latexit>

recovered

<latexit sha1_base64="EHs4hRFBlyLgJnAOMsviEn/FxDw=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZki2GXBjcsK9iHtUDKZTBuax5BkhDL0K9y4UMStn+POvzFtZ6GtBwKHc+4l95wo5cxY3//2Nja3tnd2S3vl/YPDo+PKyWnHqEwT2iaKK92LsKGcSdq2zHLaSzXFIuK0G01u5373iWrDlHyw05SGAo8kSxjB1kmPmhLlbBoPK1W/5i+A1klQkCoUaA0rX4NYkUxQaQnHxvQDP7VhjrVlhNNZeZAZmmIywSPad1RiQU2YLw6eoUunxChR2j1p0UL9vZFjYcxURG5SYDs2q95c/M/rZzZphDmTaWapJMuPkowjq9A8PYqZS2z51BFMNHO3IjLGGhPrOiq7EoLVyOukU68F17XGfb3abBR1lOAcLuAKAriBJtxBC9pAQMAzvMKbp70X7937WI5ueMXOGfyB9/kDFKKQkg==</latexit>

�sx

<latexit sha1_base64="XFI98eH211Bv4e8OwCuGHI5t6ag=">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</latexit>

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="/50NPF1U0JRCrob0VmwMpNDPODM=">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</latexit>

s = fraction

<latexit sha1_base64="t22Y/QMuV3VHKWS+0n+l8yPDaDs=">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</latexit>

x = fraction

<latexit sha1_base64="HAa5iZtJWlaaVwqUj1V+d/bQpqk=">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</latexit>

r = fraction

<latexit sha1_base64="Q4AAa3EUj4KgpWIc6rA2/kD+L1w=">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</latexit>

differential equation = fundamental mechanism to compute an evolution

given infection rate β and recovery rate γ,
given initial values s(0), x(0), r(0):

ṡ = −βsx
ẋ = βsx − γx
ṙ = γx



Scope of simplest SIR model

In a population of n individuals, on average:
1 contacts between uniformly randomly selected individuals

contact rate βc > 0 so that
during (t, t + ∆t), nβc∆t individuals meet other nβc∆t
i.e., each individual meets βc∆t

transmission fraction 0 < βt < 1 resulting in infection

2 recovery rate γ > 0 so that
during (t, t + ∆t), nγ∆t individuals recover
i.e., infective period = 1/γ

Therefore, on average

x(t + ∆t)− x(t)

∆t
= + 2βtβc︸ ︷︷ ︸

rate β

x(t)s(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hamer’s product

− γx(t)



Predictions of simplest SIR model

ṡ = −βsx

ẋ = βsx − γx = γ
(β
γ
s − 1

)
x

ṙ = γx

t

x(t), % infected individuals

<latexit sha1_base64="cP7dV+AjA/wkd1++aauZVuoYSFM=">AAADb3icfVLLahsxFFXsPlL3ESdddNFSRIdAAsZ4TKCGbFLaRTeFlMZJwJoajeZOLCJpBkmTxKj6mH5Nt+2yn9E/qDxxyMNuL8xwdO/Rke7RTUvBje31fq80mvfuP3i4+qj1+MnTZ2vt9Y1DU1SawZAVotDHKTUguIKh5VbAcamBylTAUXr6flY/OgNteKEO7LSERNITxXPOqA2pcXuX1BpOQ+YxkdROTM6tu9iy276DiYUL68gm5ioHZiELIONnPKuoMH7cjnrdXh14EcRzEKF57I/XG69IVrBKgrJMUGNGca+0iaPacibAt0hloKTslJ7AKEBFJZjE1Tf0eDNkMpwXOnzK4jp7c4ej0pipTAOz7uNubZZcVhtVNh8kjquysqDY5UF5JbAt8MwynHEdmhfTACjTPNwVswnVNBiig5KCc1ZISVXmSKUsF34UJ464uBOataaDo5h4f5tnqtQw7Uf9xEXx2NU+V6WL+n6RWV4zv/6XCTaDvGaSwMVkF3+b/aJ+ffwNM1LpWy3yAcIbaPgU/HgnyglNITz11QR4dxD7oJkHSVqJsCYyu8ZGXOEW+QL2XxppIbIlSmm+VCnMU3x3ehbBYb8b73QHn3eivcF8slbRS/QGbaEYvUV76CPaR0PE0Hf0A/1Evxp/mi+ar5v4ktpYme95jm5Fc/svyCUibg==</latexit>

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

4 8 12 16

x(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="AKUNfK6qrfkzjV54OYG8ndBGKO8=">AAACp3icdVFdSxtBFJ1sWz9iq7E++rI0CAol7IpgHi3tQ19ERRMD2RDuzN5NBmd2l5m7YlgW+j/62v4o/42TNa1V0wsDZ86535fnSloKgvuG9+btu5XVtfXmxvsPm1ut7Y99mxVGYE9kKjMDDhaVTLFHkhQOcoOgucJrfvN1rl/forEyS69oluNIwySViRRAjhq3tiINNLWJpPJunw6qcasddILa/NcgXIA2W9j5eLvxI4ozUWhMSSiwdhgGOY1KMCSFwqoZFRZzEDcwwaGDKWi0n+3tpAaj8q6eofL3nBb7SWbcS8mv2X9jS9DWzjR3nnXHL7U5uUwbFpR0R6VM84IwFY+FkkL5lPnzhfixNChIzRwAYaTr2hdTMCDIra35rAzXlSO+oZvT4Kmr9EXlU+BI5d8tVuVVWJWRTWJMoFDuH+n4CVv1BzejS6T/5eCZipdk4snSTO5m4csLvQb9w0541OleHLVPuovrrbFd9onts5AdsxP2nZ2zHhOsYD/ZL/bbO/DOvL43eHT1GouYHfbMPHgAW97XDQ==</latexit>

s(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="Z1JaMFt10orMhI0ks6lJkww0Tuc=">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</latexit>

r(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="guAvPSF9aDRbtKus+5YsPMdZDe4=">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</latexit>

(a) NO OUTBREAK

t

x(t), % infected individuals

<latexit sha1_base64="RRGHYRbbQAqK7uxQpeYedb4n9do=">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</latexit>

20%
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80%

100%

4 8 12 16

x(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="hwNcolnBdWnQGWWZ4oojRJIFUE8=">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</latexit>

s(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="Z1JaMFt10orMhI0ks6lJkww0Tuc=">AAACpnicdZFbS+NAFICnUVeN7lp3H/clWIQuLCURwT5W3AdfdlHWWqEp3ZnJSTs4k4SZk2IJwR/iq/4o/43T2PVaDwx8c+4Xlklh0Pfva87S8sqn1bV1d2Pz85et+vbXc5PmmkOXpzLVF4wakCKBLgqUcJFpoIpJ6LHLo5m9NwFtRJqc4TSDgaKjRMSCU7SqYX0rVBTHJhZYmCb+KIf1ht/yK/HeQzCHBpnLyXC7dh1GKc8VJMglNaYf+BkOCqpRcAmlG+YGMsov6Qj6FhOqwPw0k1EFg+KqmqH0dq0t8uJU25egV2lfxhZUGTNVzHpWHb+1zZSLbP0c4/agEEmWIyT8sVCcSw9Tb7YQLxIaOMqpBcq1sF17fEw15WjX9qoKU6Xrhr/Ajqnhty10KLMxZYDF0xLL4iwoi9DEEcQ0l/YfquiZjfzPbvgX8KMcLJXRgkwsXpjJnix4e6D3cL7XCvZb7dP9Rqc9P94a+U52SJME5IB0yDE5IV3CSU5uyC25c5rOH6fr9B5dndo85ht5Jc6/B7131vg=</latexit>

r(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="guAvPSF9aDRbtKus+5YsPMdZDe4=">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</latexit>

(b) OUTBREAK



Concept #3: Reproduction number and epidemic threshold

Basic reproduction number R0 = expected number of secondary cases
produced by a typical infective individual, at start of epidemic

R0 = β × 1/γ × s(0)

≈
(

(contacts/day)× (transmission)
)
× (infective days)× s(0)

R0 > 1 =⇒ exponential growth

t

x(t), % infected individuals
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Speculations about uncertain COVID-19 parameters

Values before: social distancing, other NPI measures, and fear

Quantity Value Explanation

R0 2.2-2.7
persons

Highly dependent upon region, age group, etc.
Some estimates are much higher. (source:
wikipedia)

incubation
period

5 days (median), between exposure and first symptoms,
97.5% before 12 days. (source: wikipedia)

infective
period 1/γ

5 days “people can test positive for COVID-19 from 1-
3 days before they develop symptoms” (source:
Report WHO China Joint Mission). includes
asymptomatic infective people.

doubling
time

2-7 days (source: Imperial College report and “Epidemic
doubling time of the COVID-19 epidemic by Chi-
nese province”)

asymptom
cases

5% - 80%



Question 1: what are individual factors in R0? For thought
experiments – without further evidence – imagine

R0︸︷︷︸
2.5 persons

≈
(

(contacts/day)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 persons/day

× (transmission)︸ ︷︷ ︸
25%

)
× (infective days)︸ ︷︷ ︸

5 days

× s(0)︸︷︷︸
100%

Question 2: how to compute the doubling time? While s ≈ 1,

tdoubling ≈
ln(2)

(β − γ)
=

ln(2)

1/2− 1/5
≈ 2.3days

Question 3 (Herd Immunity): what percentage of the population x∗

needs to have immunity in order for R(t) = 1? Assume all population
is susceptible s(0) = 100%, then

1 = R(t) = R0s(t∗) =⇒ x∗ = 1− s(t∗) = 1− 1

R0
= 60%
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More accurate models: Structured Multi-group SIR

n = number of homogeneous groups in heterogeneous population
based on spatial position, age, social behavior

1 for each group, si susceptible, xi infected, or ri recovered

2 heterogeneous recovery rate γi
3 heterogeneous meeting/contact rate (βc)ij between i and j

ẋ = βsx − γx =⇒ ẋi =
∑n

j=1
βt(βc)ijsixj − γixi

Parameters: infection matrix βtβc, recovery rates γi



Stochastic SIR models

In the spirit of “simplest SIR” = compartments with transitions

No explicit estimation/computation of contact rates

From differential equations to stochastic virtual worlds

Imperial College model, Report March 16th, 2020

1 synthetic individuals – by spatial position, age, social behavior

2 synthetic contacts at: (1) home/residence, (2) central hubs (work,
schools, markets, churches), (3) local neighborhoods

3 parameters of person-to-person contact based on large tuning data

4 stochastic individual-based simulation
large-scale Monte-Carlo simulations on HPC clusters

Stochastic simulation + visualization: https://youtu.be/gxAaO2rsdIs

https://youtu.be/gxAaO2rsdIs
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Summary 

The global impact of COVID-19 has been profound, and the public health threat it represents is the 
most serious seen in a respiratory virus since the 1918 H1N1 influenza pandemic. Here we present the 
results of epidemiological modelling which has informed policymaking in the UK and other countries 
in recent weeks. In the absence of a COVID-19 vaccine, we assess the potential role of a number of 
public health measures ʹ so-called non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) ʹ aimed at reducing 
contact rates in the population and thereby reducing transmission of the virus. In the results presented 
here, we apply a previously published microsimulation model to two countries: the UK (Great Britain 
specifically) and the US. We conclude that the effectiveness of any one intervention in isolation is likely 
to be limited, requiring multiple interventions to be combined to have a substantial impact on 
transmission.  

Two fundamental strategies are possible: (a) mitigation, which focuses on slowing but not necessarily 
stopping epidemic spread ʹ reducing peak healthcare demand while protecting those most at risk of 
severe disease from infection, and (b) suppression, which aims to reverse epidemic growth, reducing 
case numbers to low levels and maintaining that situation indefinitely. Each policy has major 
challenges. We find that that optimal mitigation policies (combining home isolation of suspect cases, 
home quarantine of those living in the same household as suspect cases, and social distancing of the 
elderly and others at most risk of severe disease) might reduce peak healthcare demand by 2/3 and 
deaths by half. However, the resulting mitigated epidemic would still likely result in hundreds of 
thousands of deaths and health systems (most notably intensive care units) being overwhelmed many 
times over. For countries able to achieve it, this leaves suppression as the preferred policy option.  

We show that in the UK and US context, suppression will minimally require a combination of social 
distancing of the entire population, home isolation of cases and household quarantine of their family 
members. This may need to be supplemented by school and university closures, though it should be 
recognised that such closures may have negative impacts on health systems due to increased 

http://dx.doi.org/10.25561/77482
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Statistical model estimation

do not impose a mechanism for transmission, do not model
micro-interactions and micro-transitions between compartments

direct interpolation of signals

model empirically-observed death rate curves

Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME), lead by Dr Murray.
MedRxiv paper March 30th, 2020.

1 collected: age-specific deaths by day, start date for NPIs, hospital
beds and ICU capacity, & (starting April 17) mobile phone data

2 indirect standardization of age structure

3 only “admin 1 locations” with .31 death/million and time-referenced

4 curve-fitting: cumulative death rate as Gaussian error function

5 statistical covariate: # days from .31 threshold to NPI day
estimated from Wuhan data (before and after NPI impositions)



IHME COVID-19 health service utilization forecasting team, C. Murray.
Forecasting COVID-19 impact on hospital bed-days, ICU-days,
ventilator-days and deaths by US state in the next 4 months. medRxiv,
2020. URL: https://covid19.healthdata.org/,
doi:10.1101/2020.03.27.20043752
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Forecasting COVID-19 impact on hospital bed-days, ICU-days, ventilator-
days and deaths by US state in the next 4 months 
 
IHME COVID-19 health service utilization forecasting team 
 

Key Points 
Question: Assuming social distancing measures are maintained, what are the forecasted gaps in 
available health service resources and number of deaths from the COVID-19 pandemic for each 
state in the United States?   
Findings: Using a statistical model, we predict excess demand will be 64,175 (95% UI 7,977 to 
251,059) total beds and 17,380 (95% UI 2,432 to 57,955) ICU beds at the peak of COVID-19. 
Peak ventilator use is predicted to be 19,481 (95% UI 9,767 to 39,674) ventilators. Peak demand 
will be in the second week of April. We estimate 81,114 (95% UI 38,242 to 162,106) deaths in 
the United States from COVID-19 over the next 4 months.  
Meaning: Even with social distancing measures enacted and sustained, the peak demand for 
hospital services due to the COVID-19 pandemic is likely going to exceed capacity substantially. 
Alongside the implementation and enforcement of social distancing measures, there is an urgent 
need to develop and implement plans to reduce non-COVID-19 demand for and temporarily 
increase capacity of health facilities.   

Abstract 
Importance: This study presents the first set of estimates of predicted health service utilization 
and deaths due to COVID-19 by day for the next 4 months for each state in the US.  
Objective: To determine the extent and timing of deaths and excess demand for hospital services 
due to COVID-19 in the US.  
Design, Setting, and Participants: This study used data on confirmed COVID-19  deaths by 
day from WHO websites and local and national governments; data on hospital capacity and 
utilization for US states; and observed COVID-19 utilization data from select locations to 
develop a statistical model forecasting deaths and hospital utilization against capacity by state for 
the US over the next 4 months. 
Exposure(s): COVID-19. 
Main outcome(s) and measure(s): Deaths, bed and ICU occupancy, and ventilator use. 
Results: Compared to licensed capacity and average annual occupancy rates, excess demand 
from COVID-19 at the peak of the pandemic in the second week of April is predicted to be 
64,175 (95% UI 7,977 to 251,059) total beds and 17,380 (95% UI 2,432 to 57,955) ICU beds. At 
the peak of the pandemic, ventilator use is predicted to be 19,481 (95% UI 9,767 to 39,674). The 
date of peak excess demand by state varies from the second week of April through May. We 
estimate that there will be a total of 81,114 (95% UI 38,242 to 162,106) deaths from COVID-19 
over the next 4 months in the US. Deaths from COVID-19 are estimated to drop below 10 deaths 
per day between May 31 and June 6.    
Conclusions and Relevance: In addition to a large number of deaths from COVID-19, the 
epidemic in the US will place a load well beyond the current capacity of hospitals to manage, 
especially for ICU care. These estimates can help inform the development and implementation of 

https://covid19.healthdata.org/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/2020.03.27.20043752


Current social distancing assumed until infections minimized and containment
implemented

Last updated April 17, 2020 (Pacific Time).

FAQ | Update Notes | Article

All dates below are calculated based on the local time of the selected location.

Government-mandated social distancing
Mass gathering restrictions

March 11, 2020
Initial business closure

March 19, 2020
Educational facilities closed

March 19, 2020

Non-essential services closed
March 19, 2020

Stay at home order
March 19, 2020

Travel severely limited
Not implemented

Deaths per day

4 days
since projected peak in daily deaths

96 COVID-19 deaths
projected on April 16, 2020

Containment strategy

GHDX VIZ HUBCOVID-19 Projections

California

Containment strategy
After May 18, 2020, relaxing social distancing may be possible with containment strategies that include testing,

contact tracing, isolation, and limiting gathering size.
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All deaths specific to COVID-19 patients.
Shaded area indicates uncertainty

Hospital resource use
Resources needed for COVID-19 patients on April 14

All beds 
needed

2,753

All beds 
available

26,654

Bed shortage
0 beds
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Evaluation of SIR models by IHME

From IHME MedRxiv on March 30th, criticism of SIR model:

1 “random mixing between all individuals in a given population”

2 given current estimates of R0, SIR models “generally” over-predict

3 “results of these models are sensitive to starting assumptions”

4 “SIR models with assumptions of random mixing can overestimate
[...] by not taking into account behavioral change and
government-mandated action”



Evaluation of Statistical models by UK scientists

From CNN article on April 9th:

From IHME website as of April 9th, prediction of 66K deaths in the
UK by early August. (As of April 20th, IHME predicts 37.5K deaths)

Imperial College model predicts 20K-30K, if NPIs are imposed

Professor Sylvia Richardson, Cambridge University and co-chair of the
Royal Statistical Society Task Force on Covid-19, says

1 IHME’s projections are based on ”very strong assumptions about the
way the epidemic will progress.”

2 ”based mostly on using the experience in other countries to fit a
smooth curve to the counts of deaths reported so far in the UK,
rather than any modeling of the epidemic itself.”

3 ”Methods like this are well known for being extremely sensitive, and
are likely to change dramatically as new information comes in”

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/uk-death-toll-coronavirus-estimate-gbr-intl/index.html

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/uk-death-toll-coronavirus-estimate-gbr-intl/index.html


Summary

260 years old mathematical journey. Results have been stellar.

simplest SIR model explains emerging phenomena
salient features: R(t), growth/decay, and explains NPIs

more realistic, but still extremely data-dependent, models:
1 stochastic structured/multi-group SIR models
2 statistical models based on data fitting

name description scope

simplest SIR low complexity ex-
planation

crucial basic understanding

Stochastic SIR mechanistic expla-
nation

assessment of existing and novel NPIs

Statistical models direct data fitting prediction

from data to parameters and state – next webinars in series
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Non-pharmaceutical interventions

Recall

R(t) =
(
βm × βt

)
× 1/γ × s(t)

≈
(

(contacts/day)× (transmission)
)
× (infective days)× s(t)

Non-pharmaceutical interventions aimed at decreasing R(t):
NPI effect

washing hands and wearing masks decrease infection transmission βt
social distancing and travel restric-
tions

decrease contact rates βm

testing leading to quarantine decreases infective duration 1/γ
contact tracing leading to quarantine decreases infective duration 1/γ



Concluding Question: how can we safely reopen UCSB?

What if we were to perform extensive testing, contact tracing and
other measures — for those students willing to consent?

What models and what data would we need?

What would a comprehensive approach entail?
campus infrastructure = health center, classroom, dining
digital infrastructure = mobile app, backend ...


